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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Actinic keratoses (AK) are
epithelial lesions caused by chronic skin expo-
sure to ultraviolet light that can progress into
squamous cell carcinoma. Although several
treatments are effective, they are associated
with severe skin reactions, which might be
related to the extent of the disease. This study
aimed to examine the relationship between the
severity of local skin reactions during treatment
with 5-fluorouracil 4% cream and the number
of AK lesions at baseline.
Methods: This post hoc analysis pooled data
from two multicentre randomised phase III
studies (HD-FUP3B-048, HD-FUP3B-049) in
patients with AK treated with topical 5-fluo-
rouracil 4% once daily (OD) or 5% twice daily
(BID) for 4 weeks. First, we compared the
severity, assessed using a numerical rating scale,
of the local skin reactions between

5-fluorouracil 4% and 5%. Then, we investi-
gated the relationship between the number of
lesions at baseline and severe skin reactions
with 5-fluorouracil 4% OD.
Results: Safety data were included from 397
patients who had received 5-fluorouracil 4%
(348 in study HD-FUP3B-048, 49 in study HD-
FUP3B-049) OD and 342 (HD-FUP3B-048) who
had received 5-fluorouracil 5% BID. For most
skin reactions, severe ones were more common
in patients treated with 5-fluorouracil 5% cream
BID than in those treated with 5-fluorouracil 4%
cream OD (P\ 0.05). With 5-fluorouracil 4%
OD, the incidence of severe erythema was sig-
nificantly higher in patients with at least 10
lesions (46%) than in patients with 5–10 lesions
(28%; P\ 0.001). Similar results were observed
for the other local skin reactions.
Conclusion: Treatment with 5-fluorouracil 4%
cream OD was associated with less severe local
skin reactions than 5-fluorouracil 5% BID. The
number of AK lesions at baseline seems to have
predictive value regarding the severity of local
skin reactions that appear during treatment.

PLAIN LANGUAGE SUMMARY

In order to prevent recurrence of actinic ker-
atosis lesions and their progression to invasive
squamous cell carcinoma, topical treatment of
actinic keratosis often involves treating the field
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of cancerisation to clear visible and subclinical
lesions. The occurrence of local adverse skin
reactions during treatment can affect patient
adherence to therapy and therefore compro-
mise efficacy. A thorough understanding of the
relationships between changes in lesions, acti-
nic keratosis remission and tolerability of topi-
cal treatments over time is necessary to manage
patient expectations, ensure treatment adher-
ence and optimise clinical outcomes. This
exploratory study used pooled data from two
pivotal phase III studies to compare local skin
reaction severity between 5-fluorouracil 4%
cream applied once daily and 5-fluorouracil 5%
cream applied twice daily, then to examine the
relationship between the severity of local skin
reactions during treatment and the number of
actinic keratosis lesions at baseline. Local skin
reactions appeared to be more severe in patients
with more than 10 actinic keratosis lesions at
baseline than in those with 5 to 10 lesions.
Using a cut-off value of 10 lesions pre-treat-
ment, healthcare practitioners can forewarn
patients accordingly of potentially more severe
local adverse skin reactions in order to motivate
them to complete their treatment, thus ensur-
ing treatment efficacy. If patients are likely to
experience intolerable severe skin reactions,
practitioners can plan to introduce an appro-
priate rescue treatment.

Keywords: Actinic keratosis; 5-Fluorouracil;
Local skin reactions; Topical

Key Summary Points

Why carry out this study?

The occurrence of severe local adverse skin
reactions during topical treatment can
affect patient adherence to therapy and
therefore compromise efficacy.

By their mode of action, topical
treatments for actinic keratosis (AK) may
cause local skin reactions. The severity of
local skin reactions may be due to the
extent of the field of cancerisation.

What was learned from the study?

Treatment of AK with topical
5-fluorouracil 4% once daily showed less
severe local skin reactions compared with
a 5% formulation twice daily.

A cut-off value of 10 pre-treatment lesions
seems to be meaningful for anticipating
possibly severe skin reactions during
topical 5-fluorouracil treatment.

INTRODUCTION

Actinic keratoses (AK) are epithelial lesions
composed of proliferating neoplastic ker-
atinocytes that manifest as macules, papules, or
superficial scaly plaques [1–3]. They occur on
sun-exposed areas including the face, scalp,
ears, arms and hands [1, 3, 4], and affect mostly
fair-skinned individuals [5].

AK are in situ dysplastic lesions that can
progress to invasive squamous cell carcinoma
(SCC) [4, 5]. Histopathological studies have
revealed that clinically visible AK lesions are
often accompanied by subclinical or invisible
lesions which, if untreated, might result in field
cancerisation [6]. Thus, early diagnosis and
therapy initiation, even at the stage of grade I
lesions, are of great importance for patient
prognosis [3, 7, 8].

Treatment of AK ranges from the removal of
individual lesions (e.g. cryosurgery, excision) to
the treatment of the wider field (e.g. topical
therapies, photodynamic therapy) [1, 9–11] and
depends on patient preference and their clinical
circumstances. The number of visible AKs is a
poor indicator of the real number of lesions
present in the field of cancerisation, underlying
the importance of treating the whole field of
cancerisation using field-directed treatments for
multiple AKs [12].

The aim of AK therapy is to achieve a good
response rate (i.e. reduction of the extent of
field cancerisation) and/or clearance (complete
and partial) of clinical and subclinical lesions,
to prevent progression to invasive SCC, to
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improve skin appearance, to minimise pain and
other symptoms, and to reduce lesion recur-
rence [1, 3, 6, 13].

Since its approval 50 years ago, 5-fluorouracil
(5-FU) has been the mainstay treatment for AK.
Owing to its efficacy, ease of use and cost-ef-
fectiveness, 5-FU is one of the most commonly
used topical medications for both lesion-di-
rected and field-directed treatment of AK
[1, 9, 14–18]. However, 5-FU topical treatment is
also associated with adverse local skin reactions,
which are probably due to a local inflammatory
response related to its mechanism of action.

5-FU 4% cream (Tolak�) is indicated for the
topical treatment of non-hyperkeratotic, non-
hypertrophic actinic keratosis (Olsen grade I
and II) of the face, ears, and/or scalp in adults
[19, 20], and was approved on the basis of data
from two well-controlled phase III primary effi-
cacy studies (HD-FUP3B-048 and HD-FUP3B-
049). The results of the study HD-FUP3B-048
have been published previously alongside those
of a phase II study (HD-FUDR-045) [21]. In these
two studies, 5-FU 4% cream once daily demon-
strated similar rates of complete (54.4% vs
57.9%) and partial clearance of AK lesions
(80.5% vs 80.2%) to the original formulation of
5-FU 5% cream applied twice daily [21].

The occurrence of severe local adverse skin
reactions during treatment can affect patient
adherence to therapy and therefore compro-
mise efficacy. This pooled analysis of data from
the two phase III trials (HD-FUP3B-048 and HD-
FUP3B-049) had two aims. The first was to
compare severe local skin reactions between
5-FU 4% cream applied once daily and 5-FU 5%
cream applied twice daily. The second was to
explore the relationship between the severity of
local skin reactions during treatment with once-
daily 5-FU 4% cream and the number of AK
lesions at baseline.

METHODS

Study Design and Patients

This was a post hoc, exploratory analysis of
pooled data of safety populations from two
multicentre, randomised phase III studies: HD-

FUP3B-048 [21] and HD-FUP3B-049 (unpub-
lished). The design of each study was compara-
ble, with similar active treatment regimens and
study endpoints. Study HD-FUP3B-048 had two
active treatments (5-FU 4% and 5% cream) and
vehicle control groups, whereas study HD-
FUP3B-049 had one active treatment (5-FU 4%)
and a vehicle control group.

Participants from both studies were eligible
for inclusion if they had at least five clinically
recognisable AK on either their face, ears and/or
scalp, were more than 18 years old, and were not
pregnant nor intended to be during the duration
of the treatment and agreed to use contracep-
tives. Participants were excluded if they had skin
lesions suspected to be SCC, had been treated
with any systemic cancer treatment or any other
AK treatments including steroids or retinoids in
the past 2 months prior to the study, or had or
were suspected to develop sensitivity to any of
the ingredients in the study medication.

Patients applied 5-FU cream to the entire
affected field (i.e. face, ears and/or scalp), either
once daily (4% cream) or twice daily (5% cream)
for 4 weeks. The creams (4% and 5%) were
applied to the entire involved field at the same
time each day.

The number and severity of skin lesions were
evaluated at baseline, week 2 and week 4. For
each patient, the same investigator, who was
blinded to treatment allocation, evaluated local
skin reactions by visual assessment of erythema,
scaling/dryness, oedema, crusting and erosions
and by patient questioning about the presence,
severity and impact of symptoms (stinging/
burning, pruritus) in the preceding 24 h. The
reactions were graded at each visit (without
reference to baseline or previous assessments) as
an average across all treated areas using a four-
point numerical scale, where 0 was used to
denote none (no evidence of reaction), 1 mild
(faintly detectable reaction), 2 moderate (clearly
distinguishable reaction) and 3 severe (marked/
extensive/bothersome reaction).

Pooled Analysis

Patients from the active treatment arms of both
studies were eligible for inclusion in this pooled
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analysis. Study HD-FUP3B-048 enrolled a total
of 841 patients from 26 sites in the USA [21];
data from 690 enrolled patients were included
in the pooled analysis, of whom 348 were in the
5-FU 4% once daily treatment group and 342
were in the 5-FU 5% twice daily treatment
group. Of the 100 patients included in study
HD-FUP3B-049 from six sites in the USA, data
from 49 enrolled patients receiving 5-FU 4%
cream once daily were included in the pooled
analysis. The remaining patients enrolled in the
two studies either received placebo or had no
local skin reaction data available after study
inclusion.

Outcome Measures

We compared the severity of local skin reactions
(i.e. erythema, scaling/dryness, oedema, crust-
ing, erosions, stinging/burning or pruritus) with
5-FU 4% cream once daily and 5% cream twice
daily at week 4 of treatment using the data from
study HD-FUP3B-048. Then, any associations
between the number of AK lesions at baseline
(categorised in groups of five) and the severity
of local skin reactions at week 4 of treatment
were assessed for 5-FU 4% cream once daily
using pooled data from study HD-FUP3B-049
and study HD-FUP3B-048.

Statistical Analyses

Since these were exploratory post hoc analyses,
there was no formal statistical protocol. Base-
line demographics and patient characteristics
are presented descriptively as percentages,
means, medians and standard deviations, and
were compared using the Student t test, Fisher’s
exact test, chi-squared test, Cochran–Man-
tel–Haenszel (CMH) test and Wilcoxon test, as
appropriate. The severity of local skin reactions
with the two 5-FU regimens was compared
using a chi-squared test and the odds ratio (OR)
and 95% confidence intervals (CI) calculated
using logistic regression (unadjusted and after
adjustment for age). A CMH analysis was also
undertaken, stratifying for the number of trea-
ted areas (1, 2 or 3). Any associations between
the number of baseline lesions and the severity

of local skin reactions were examined at week 4
using Fisher’s exact test and two-sided P values
were calculated. Because differences were noted
in the baseline characteristics of patients using
5-FU 4% once daily versus 5-FU 5% twice daily,
we conducted a post hoc logistic regression
analysis on the difference in skin reactions
between the groups, adjusting for baseline age,
Fitzpatrick skin type, number of lesions and
disease severity.

Ethical Considerations

This pooled analysis was based on previously
conducted studies and does not contain any
direct investigation with human participants or
animals performed by any of the authors.
Studies HD-FUP3B-048 and HD-FUP3B-049
received ethical approval from the institutional
review boards of all relevant study sites and
were conducted in compliance with US Food
and Drug Administration regulations, the ethi-
cal principles of the Declaration of Helsinki, and
the current International Conference on Har-
monisation Good Clinical Practice guidelines.
Patients provided written informed consent to
participate in the studies.

RESULTS

Patient Characteristics

Baseline demographics and clinical characteris-
tics of the study participants were generally
similar between the various treatment arms (5-
FU 4% and 5%) in study HD-FUP3B-048
(Table 1). Compared with patients receiving
5-FU 4% once daily in study HD-FUP3B-048,
those receiving 5-FU 4% once daily in study
HD-FUP3B-049 had significantly more lesions
(P = 0.0031) and more severe AK (P = 0.0045)
and included significantly more patients with
darker Fitzpatrick skin types (P = 0.0083)
(Table 1). In the overall patient population, the
majority of patients were aged at least 60 years
old (range 36.7–94.1 years) and were male
(81%). Most patients had skin type I–III (94.6%)
and the number of AK ranged from 5 to 83
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Table 1 Baseline demographics and clinical characteristics of the enrolled study populations

Study HD-FUP3B-048 Study HD-FUP3B-049

5-FU 4% cream
(N = 353)

5-FU 5% cream
(N = 349)

5-FU 4% cream
(N = 50)

Age, years

Mean (SD) 67.7 (9.8) 67.4 (10.0) 67.9 (11.7)

Range 36.7–88.9 37.6–94.1 44.7–85.1

Between-group P value 0.6586a1 0.9439b1

Sex, n (%)

Male 287 (81) 282 (81) 39 (78)

Female 66 (19) 67 (19) 11 (22)

Between-group P value 0.8656a2 0.5782b2

Race, n (%)

White 348 (99) 347 (99) 50 (100)

American Indian/Alaska Native 1 (\ 1) 0 0

Other 4 (1) 2 (1) 0

Between-group P value 0.6862a3 1.000b3

Skin type, n (%)

I 84 (24) 91 (26) 7 (14)

II 178 (50) 155 (44) 17 (34)

III 75 (21) 80 (23) 25 (50)

IV 13 (4) 21 (6) 1 (2)

V 3 (1) 2 (1) 0

VI 0 0 0

Between-group P value 0.6136a4 0.0084b4

Number of lesions

Median 11 12 14

Range 5–76 5–76 5–83

Between-group P value 0.1846a5 0.0031b5
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lesions. Disease severity at baseline was mild to
moderate in the majority of patients (88.4%;
Table 1).

Local Skin Reaction Severity: 5-FU 4% vs
5-FU 5% Cream

Severe skin reactions were more common with
5-FU 5% cream applied twice daily than with
5-FU 4% cream applied once daily at week 4
when skin reactions were maximal (Table 2).
Significantlymore patients treated with 5-FU 5%
versus 4% cream reported severe erythema (47%
vs 37%), severe scaling/dryness or crusting (both
25% vs 18%), severe stinging/burning (27% vs
18%) and severe pruritus (22% vs 13%; all
P\ 0.05). The rates of severe oedema (8% vs 5%
of patients; P = 0.2081) and severe skin erosions
(12% vs 8%; P = 0.1495) were similar between
treatment groups (Table 2). Similar significant
differences were seen in the logistic regression
analyses, including the unadjusted analysis, the
age-adjusted analysis, and after adjustment for
age, skin type, lesion number and disease sever-
ity. In addition, the results of the CMH analysis

stratified by thenumber of treated areaswere also
consistent, with significant between-group dif-
ferences in erythema (P = 0.0080), scaling/dry-
ness (P = 0.0131), crusting (P = 0.0179),
stinging/burning (P = 0.0085) and pruritus
(P = 0.0032), but no significant difference in
oedema (P = 0.1773) or erosions (P = 0.1356).

Severity of Local Skin Reactions
by Number of Baseline Lesions

Figure 1, Table 3 and Supplementary Table 1
show a potential relationship between the
number of AK lesions at baseline and the
severity of local skin reactions after 4 weeks of
treatment with 5-FU 4% cream once daily. In
general, local skin reactions appeared to be
more severe in patients with more than 10
lesions at baseline than in patients with fewer
pre-treatment lesions (Fig. 1). For example, the
number of patients with erythema was higher in
patients with more than 10 lesions at baseline,
with 46% of patients experiencing severe ery-
thema in comparison with 28% of patients who
had 5–10 lesions at baseline (Table 3). In

Table 1 continued

Study HD-FUP3B-048 Study HD-FUP3B-049

5-FU 4% cream
(N = 353)

5-FU 5% cream
(N = 349)

5-FU 4% cream
(N = 50)

Disease severityc, n (%)

Mild 171 (48) 154 (44) 13 (26)

Moderate 138 (39) 162 (46) 27 (54)

Severe 44 (12) 33 (9) 10 (20)

Between-group P value 0.7960a4 0.0045b4

5-FU 5-fluorouracil, SD standard deviation
aComparison of the 5-FU 4% vs 5-FU 5% group in study HD-FUP3B-048
bComparison of the 5-FU 4% group in study HD-FUP3B-049 with the 5-FU 4% group in study HD-FUP3B-048
cMild disease severity was defined as 5–10 lesions, moderate as 11–25 lesions and severe as[ 25 lesions
1Student t test
2Chi-squared test
3Fisher test
4Cochran–Mantel–Haenszel test
5Wilcoxon test
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Table 2 Summary of local skin reactions at week 4 of treatment with either 5-fluorouracil 4% or 5% cream (safety
population study HD-FUP3B-048)

Reaction by severity, n (%a) 5-FU 4%

cream OD

n = 348

5-FU 5%

cream BID

n = 342

Unadjusted

OR (95% CI)

Age-adjusted

OR (95% CI)

Multivariate-adjusted

OR (95% CI)b

Erythema

Severe 120

(37)

140

(47)

1.517

(1.102; 2.087)

1.506

(1.094; 2.074)

1.550

(1.114; 2.154)

Non-severe (none/mild/moderate) 208

(63)

160

(53)

Not reported 20 42

P value 0.0104c 0.0106d 0.0121d 0.0092d

Scaling/dryness

Severe 57

(17)

75

(25)

1.592

(1.081; 2.345)

1.581

(1.073; 2.330)

1.691

(1.131; 2.527)

Non-severe (none/mild/moderate) 271

(83)

224

(75)

Not reported 20 43

P value 0.0181c 0.0186d 0.0205d 0.0104d

Oedema

Severe 18

(5)

24

(8)

1.498

(0.796; 2.818)

1.487

(0.790; 2.801)

1.503

(0.783; 2.887)

Non-severe (none/mild/moderate) 310 (95) 276 (92)

Not reported 20 42

P value 0.2081c 0.2106d 0.2188d 0.2210d

Crusting

Severe 56

(17)

74

(25)

1.590

(1.077; 2.347)

1.615

(1.092; 2.387)

1.703

(1.140; 2.544)

Non-severe (none/mild/moderate) 272 (83) 226 (75)

Not reported 20 42

P value 0.0190c 0.0195d 0.0163d 0.0094d

Erosions

Severe 27

(8)

35

(12)

1.472

(0.868; 2.498)

1.500

(0.883; 2.549)

1.571

(0.914; 2.701)

Non-severe (none/mild/moderate) 301

(92)

265

(88)

Not reported 20 42

P value 0.1495c 0.1513d 0.1340d 0.1022d
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addition, a greater proportion of patients with
more than 10 lesions at baseline showed severe
oedema, nevertheless, the proportion of
patients with severe skin oedema was relatively
low (less than 15%) irrespective of the number
of lesions at baseline (Fig. 1b and Supplemen-
tary Table 1).

For some skin reactions, the distinction was
notable at the 15-lesion cut-off; for example,
patients with more than 15 lesions at baseline
had more than twice the rate of severe scaling in
comparison with patients who had 11–15 skin
lesions at baseline (Fig. 1c and d, Supplemen-
tary Table 1). Pruritus and stinging were typi-
cally mild or moderate in severity regardless of
the number of lesions, but when the number of

lesions was greater than 15 at baseline, there
was a higher incidence of moderate or severe
pruritus or stinging than in patients with fewer
lesions (Fig. 1f and g, Supplementary Table 1).

To confirm these graphical trends, we com-
pared the proportion of patients presenting
with a severe reaction using the 10-lesion cut-
off. All local skin reactions were significantly
more severe in the subgroup of patients with
more than 10 baseline lesions than in patients
with 5–10 lesions (P\ 0.05; Table 3).

DISCUSSION

Results from this exploratory analysis confirm
that severe local skin reactions were less

Table 2 continued

Reaction by severity, n (%a) 5-FU 4%

cream OD

n = 348

5-FU 5%

cream BID

n = 342

Unadjusted

OR (95% CI)

Age-adjusted

OR (95% CI)

Multivariate-adjusted

OR (95% CI)b

Stinging/burning

Severe 60

(18)

81

(27)

1.652

(1.131; 2.412)

1.659

(1.135; 2.423)

1.652

(1.121; 2.433)

Non-severe (none/mild/moderate) 268

(82)

219

(73)

Not reported 20 42

P value 0.0090c 0.0094d 0.0089d 0.0111d

Pruritus

Severe 43

(13)

66

(22)

1.869

(1.227; 2.849)

1.876

(1.231; 2.860)

1.875

(1.215; 2.894)

Non-severe (none/mild/moderate) 285

(87)

234

(78)

Not reported 20 42

P value 0.0033c 0.0036d 0.0034d 0.0045d

Data from 348 patients who received 5-FU 4% cream and 342 patients who received 5-FU 5% cream in study HD-FUP3B-048 were considered

for the safety analysis

5-FU 5-fluorouracil
aPercentage values calculated using the total number of patients with available data as the denominator (excludes patients with missing values)
bAdjusted for age, Fitzpatrick skin type (types IV and V were pooled together because of the low number of patients with type V), number of

lesions, and disease severity
cChi-squared test
dLogistic regression analysis
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frequent with 5-FU 4% cream applied once daily
compared with the 5% formulation applied
twice daily. More interestingly, the occurrence
of severe local skin reactions was related to the
number of lesions at baseline. Local skin reac-
tions (i.e. erythema, scaling/dryness, oedema,
crusting, erosions, stinging/burning and pruri-
tus) were maximal after 4 weeks of treatment
with 5-FU 4% cream and appeared to be more
severe in patients with more than 10 lesions at
baseline compared with those with 5–10
lesions. This suggests that a threshold of 10
lesions pre-treatment could be considered a
good predictor of more severe local skin
reactions.

The established treatment for AK is generally
5-FU 5% cream applied once or twice daily for
4 weeks [10, 16, 18]. However, while 5-FU has
proven efficacy, this treatment is often associ-
ated with adverse events that some patients
may find difficult to tolerate, discontinuing
their treatment early and thus reducing the
duration of treatment and compromising its
efficacy [9]. As shown in this analysis, the fre-
quency of severe local skin reactions is lower
when using the once-daily 5-FU 4% cream than
the 5-FU 5% cream twice daily. In addition,
given the effect of tolerability on treatment
adherence, predicting which patients may have
more severe skin reactions during treatment

Fig. 1 Relationship between the number of lesions at
baseline and severity of a erythema, b oedema, c scaling,
d crusting, e erosion, f pruritus and g stinging during
treatment of actinic keratosis with 5-fluorouracil 4% cream
once daily at week 4. Local skin reactions were graded as a

visual average across all treated areas using a 4-point
numerical scale: 0 (none; no evidence of reaction), 1 (mild;
faintly detectable reaction), 2 (moderate; clearly distin-
guishable reaction) or 3 (severe; marked/extensive/bother-
some reaction)
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with 5-FU cream could be important in ensur-
ing that these patients are adequately informed
and managed. This post hoc analysis helped to
define a cut-off value of 10 lesions pre-treat-
ment that could help healthcare practitioners to
inform patients and to prevent the potentially

more severe local adverse skin reactions. This
could help improve patient treatment
adherence.

In the current study, statistically significant
associations between the number of baseline
lesions and the severity of local skin reactions

Table 3 Comparison of the severity of local skin reactions at week 4 of actinic keratosis with 5-fluorouracil 4% cream in
patients with 0–10 vs[ 10 lesions at baseline (pooled 5-fluorouracil 4% populations from study HD-FUP3B-048 and study
HD-FUP3B-049)

Reaction by severity, n (%) Number of actinic keratosis lesions at baseline P value
(2-sided)0–10

(N = 169)
> 10
(N = 200)

Severity of erythema 0.0004

None/mild/moderate 122 (72) 108 (54)

Severe 47 (28) 92 (46)

Severity of oedema 0.0430

None/mild/moderate 164 (97) 184 (92)

Severe 5 (3) 16 (8)

Severity of scaling 0.0009

None/mild/moderate 149 (88) 149 (74)

Severe 20 (12) 51 (25)

Severity of crusting 0.0212

None/mild/moderate 147 (86) 155 (77)

Severe 22 (13) 45 (22)

Severity of erosions 0.0334

None/mild/moderate 159 (94) 175 (87)

Severe 10 (6) 25 (12)

Severity of pruritus 0.0004

None/mild/moderate 158 (93) 162 (81)

Severe 11 (7) 38 (19)

Severity of stinging 0.0230

None/mild/moderate 146 (86) 154 (77)

Severe 23 (14) 46 (23)

The severity of local reactions was measured at week 2 and week 4; week 4 data are shown in this table. Local skin reactions
were graded as a visual average across all treated areas using a 4-point numerical scale: 0 (none; no evidence of reaction), 1
(mild; faintly detectable reaction), 2 (moderate; clearly distinguishable reaction) or 3 (severe; marked/extensive/bothersome
reaction)
Data were missing for 34 patients
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were shown after 4 weeks of treatment. Hence,
future studies could include a formal evaluation
of the relationship between the intensity and
frequency of local reactions at week 2 with
severe local reactions at week 4 (i.e. the pattern
of development of local skin reactions over
time). Additionally, it would also be useful to
know whether the intensity of local reactions
(moderate to severe) is predictive of better
clearance of lesions, by analysing the severity of
reactions at weeks 2–4 versus the complete
clearance rate 4 weeks after completing
treatment.

A limitation of the current study is its post
hoc exploratory nature and thus confirmation
of these findings in a prospective study would
be preferable. Additional limitations included
the lack of assessment of treatment adherence,
and whether any patients who experienced
moderate or severe local skin reactions discon-
tinued treatment or skipped treatment applica-
tions; examination of these issues would be
useful in future studies. In addition, the grading
scale for the assessment of local skin reactions
was not validated and inter-reliability was not
evaluated prior to its use in the study.

CONCLUSIONS

The results from this analysis provide further
evidence to support the treatment of patients
with AK with 5-FU 4% cream. Treatment with
5-FU 4% cream once daily was associated with
less severe local skin reactions compared with
twice daily application of 5-FU 5%. The number
of lesions at baseline seems to have predictive
value regarding the severity of local skin reac-
tions that appear during treatment. Using a cut-
off value of 10 lesions pre-treatment, healthcare
practitioners can forewarn patients accordingly
of potentially more severe local adverse skin
reactions. Given that a higher number of lesions
at baseline is likely to be predictive of a greater
severity of local skin reactions during treat-
ment, healthcare practitioners should plan
appropriately for the management of these
patients, with the aim of helping patients per-
sist with their treatment despite such reactions.
All patients using 5-FU topical cream should be

counselled to use moisturisers and topical ster-
oids to manage severe reactions. However, in
patients with more than 10 lesions, proactive
patient management may also include contin-
uous monitoring, patient education to manage
their expectations of treatment, and other pre-
ventive treatments for, or prompt management
of, local skin reactions.
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